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Abstract 
 
High dimensional data throws challenges like curse of dimensionality and 

data imbalance especially for weather and climate. This often leads to 

suboptimal performance of algorithms used for outlier detection. The 

existing methods based on unsupervised and supervised learning have their 

strengths. For instance, supervised learning can predict outliers based on 

quality of training while the unsupervised learning methods are good at 

learning complex patterns. Combining both supervised and unsupervised 

approaches gain the synergic effect of the both methods. In this paper, we 

proposed a framework known as Hybrid Machine Learning based 

Framework for Outlier Detection (HMLF-OD). It has an underlying 

algorithm named Hybrid Outlier Prediction (HOP). The algorithm combines 

the strengths of unsupervised outlier and supervised outlier methods. It 

results in an improved feature space that causes performance improvement. 

The algorithm is evaluated with seven real-world outlier detection datasets 

namely Cardio, Letter, Arrhythmia, Mnist, Satellite, Speech and 

Mammography. TensorFlow is used as backend. The experimental results  
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revealed that the proposed framework outperforms the state of the art for 

weather and climate data. The proposed method can be used as a pre-

processing task for large scale predictive analytics in weather and climate 

analysis. The performance of the proposed method on the other domain 

datasets including the healthcare was also compared and results found 

satisfactory. 

 

Keywords: Outlier detection, hybrid machine learning, unsupervised 

learning, supervised learning, feature space  

 

1 Introduction  
 

In machine learning both supervised and unsupervised learning methods 

are widely used. In the contemporary era, they are essential for organizations 

in different industries working on a variety of datasets. However, when it 

comes to high-dimensional data, it is challenging to use machine learning 

techniques due to curse of dimensionality. Tackling high-dimensionality is 

an important and open problem to be addressed [1-6].  Many of the 

techniques in data mining are used to find patterns that are frequent. 

However, very infrequent patterns or outliers can also add to business 

intelligence (BI). Efficient outlier detection from high-dimensional data has 

attracted researchers significantly. Nevertheless, there is room for further 

research in the area of outlier detection.  

There are many existing approaches found in the literature for outlier 

detection[7-9].. Of late Local Projection Score (LPS) is proposed in [1] to 

know the deviation degree from neighbours. Angle based outlier detection 

method is proposed in [10]. It is found to have better performance over LOF 

which is distance based method. Zhang et al. [11] proposed a method known 

as Local Distance-based Outlier Factor (LDOF) used for measuring 

outlierness. In other words, it reveals the degree with which an object 

deviates from its neighbours based on distance. They intended to improve it 

for scattered real-world datasets. Fan et al. [12] proposed a non-parametric 

based outlier detection method that exploits resolution-based approach. It 

uses both local and global features while generating outliers. Usama et al. 

[13] studied unsupervised learning methods for outlier detection with respect 

to networking. They found that unsupervised learning methods provide better 

representation of data. Hashmi and Ahmad [14] proposed an optimal 

replicator neural network based on Extreme Learning Method (ELM) for 

detection of anomalies. From the literature, it is understood that unsupervised 

learning methods provide greater possibilities of representing data. That is 

considered in the proposed work of this paper which uses both unsupervised 

and supervised technique (hybrid) for detection of outliers. Our contributions 

in this paper are as follows.  
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1. We proposed a framework known as Hybrid Machine Learning based 

Framework for Outlier Detection (HMLF-OD) that has the required 

components and workflow for leveraging outlier detection performance.  

2. We proposed an algorithm named Hybrid Outlier Prediction (HOP) that 

considers ideal selection method to strike balance between accuracy and 

diversity.  

3. A prototype application is built using Python data science platform for 

empirical study to demonstrate proof of the concept.  

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 reviews 

latest outlier detection literature. Section 3 presents the proposed outlier 

detection framework. Section 4 throws light into experimental setup. Section 

5 presents experimental results obtained for different high-dimensional 

datasets. Section 6 concludes the paper and gives directions for future work.  

 

2 Related Work 
 

This section reviews related works. Liu et al. [1] considered the problem 

of dealing with high-dimensional data for predicting outliers. Outlier 

detection research has been around, but the focus on high-dimensional data 

and consideration of size of neighbourhood is less as found in the literature. 

They introduced Local Projection Score (LPS) to reveal the deviation from 

neighbourhood. Using low rank approximation, they could obtain LPS 

information. With the high LPS it is possible to detect outlier with greater 

probability. Based on this concept, they defined an algorithm known as Local 

Projection-based Outlier Detection (LPOD) and evaluated. They intended to 

improve LPOD in future. Kriegel et al. [10] proposed a method known as 

Angle Based Outlier Detection (ABOD) and its variants in high-dimensional 

data. They found that ABOD performs better than LOF which is distance 

based method. Li and Kitagawa [15] proposed a distance based outlier 

detection method b example. In fact, it is based on both example based and 

subspace based. It makes use of Genetic Algorithm (GA) for finding suitable 

subspace and then select parameters and detect outliers. It has high 

convergence and accuracy rate over its predecessors. Their method needs 

improvement in terms of fitness value function used by GA. Verma et al. 

[16] explored unsupervised methods for recognizing suspicious behaviour. It 

is done as part of video surveillance system. They intended to improve their 

method with deep learning models. Zhang et al. [11] proposed a method 

known as Local Distance-based Outlier Factor (LDOF) used for measuring 

outlierness. In other words, it reveals the degree with which an object 

deviates from its neighbours based on distance. They intended to improve it 

for scattered real-world datasets.  

Breunig et al. [17] proposed a measure known as Local Outlier Factor 

(LOF) while Kriegel et al. [18] focused on local outlier probabilities using a  
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score that is between 0 and 1. It is the combination of density based and local 

outlier scores. Each data object is given an outlier probability score. Muller 

et al. [19] focused on subspace outlier rankings and developed a novel 

ranking exploration toolkit named SOREX. Mittal and Tyagi [20] employed 

outlier detection method for credit card fraud detection (CCFD) in finance 

domain. It is found from their research that unsupervised learning methods 

can handle skewness effectively. Xu et al. [21] made a review of outlier 

detection methods that operate on high-dimensional data. They explored 

different categories of outlier detection methods such as subspace based, 

clustering based, deviation based, density based, distance based and 

statistical based. They found problems such as closer rankings, lack of 

ground truth in evaluation and exploring local correlations.  

Fan et al. [12] proposed a non-parametric based outlier detection method 

that exploits resolution-based approach. It uses both local and global features 

while generating outliers. Alsharif et al. [22] employed outlier detection 

method based on machine learning for analysing Internet of Things (IoT) 

environments. Radovanovic et al. [23] explored the concept of finding 

reverse nearest neighbours as part of distance based outlier detection method 

using unsupervised learning approach. They studied this on different 

methods like k-NN, ABOD, LOF and Influenced Outlierness (INFLO) 

besides anti-hub based methods. Usama et al. [13] studied unsupervised 

learning methods for outlier detection with respect to networking. They 

found that unsupervised learning methods provide better representation of 

data. Chauhan and Vamsi [24] used data mining approach for air quality 

prediction. They intended to use multiple models in a layered network in 

future.  

Punmiya et al. [25] used anomaly detection for determining power 

quality based on unsupervised machine learning method. The technique 

works on the data pertaining to power quality. Bhatia et al. [26] proposed an 

unsupervised learning based anomaly detection method for IoT 

environments. It is used to determine compromised nodes (outliers). In 

future, they wanted to incorporate environmental parameters in the process of 

outlier detection. Schubert et al. [27] focused on DBSCAN method for 

identifying outliers. They found that DBSCAN is still efficient in finding 

outliers. Sim et al. [28] investigated on subspace clustering for finding 

outliers in high-dimensional data. It has capability to deal with complex data 

and improve the clustering process. Cheng et al. [29] proposed a neural 

probabilistic approach for outlier detection. The existing such as coupling 

based and pattern based methods failed in finding complex interactions. The 

Neural Probabilistic Outlier Detection (NPOD) overcomes this problem by 

learning from interactions.  

Carreno et al. [30] proposed a supervised learning framework for 

detection of outliers. The supervised classification task involves both training 

data and test data. Chen et al. [31] proposed a hybrid approach for detection  
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of outliers in optical networks. Moghaddass and Sheng [32] proposed a 

framework for anomaly detection with hierarchical model. They defined a 

Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG) for achieving this. In future they intend to 

reduce computational complexity, work with discovery of multiple 

anomalies, working with categorical data and dealing with missing points. 

Hashmi and Ahmad [16] proposed an optimal replicator neural network 

based on Extreme Learning Method (ELM) for detection of anomalies. From 

the literature, it is understood that unsupervised learning methods provide 

greater possibilities of representing data. That is considered in the proposed 

work of this paper which uses both unsupervised and supervised technique 

(hybrid) for detection of outliers.  

 

3 Proposed Outlier Detection Framework 
 

A Hybrid Machine Learning based Framework for Outlier Detection 

(HMLF-OD) is proposed and implemented. It is presented in Figure 1.  

 

3.1 The Framework  
 

The framework takes original outlier dataset as input. Multiple 

unsupervised learning methods are employed to generate feature space 

pertaining to outlier score. Each method generates a feature space. Then all 

the feature spaces are merged to form a final feature space. In addition to 

this, features extracted from original data are also combined with the final 

feature space. Figure 1 shows Hybrid Machine Learning based Framework 

for Outlier Detection 

From the literature reviewed in Section 2, it is understood that 

unsupervised learning methods show better performance in data 

representation in terms of outlier score or feature space. A set of observations 

that are labelled are denoted as X. With a collection of n points and set of d 

features, the relation between feature space and labelled observations is 

expressed in Eq. 1. 

  *(     )   (     )    
   +  (1) 

The outlier scoring function is denoted as  ( ). It results in a vector 

denoted as    ( )    
   on X. It also represents the degree of outlierness. 

The outlier detection is done in the form of binary values such as 0 and 1 

where 0 indicates no outlier while 1 indicates outlier. The outlier scoring 

function is nothing but any unsupervised learning method used for outlier 

detection. When multiple unsupervised learning methods are employed, it 

results in generating multiple feature spaces that are used along with original 

features to form final feature space. In other words there are k outlier 

functions that are combined and denoted as   With k scoring functions 

(heterogeneous in nature) operated on X, a matrix of outlier scoring function 

is then denoted as in Eq. 2. 
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 ( )  ,  ( )
      ( )

 -           (2) 

 
Figure 1 Hybrid Machine Learning based Framework for Outlier Detection 

 

The diversity nature of the scoring functions leverage unique data 

characteristics with higher data representation capability. As highly 

correlated scoring functions result in identical errors and cannot lead to 

correct predictions, diversity is maintained in the outlier scoring functions. 

After computing  ( ), the final feature space is obtained as in Eq. 3. 

                 ,   ( )-    
    (3) 

L,,,,aFrom different representations obtained with multiple unsupervised 

methods for generating outlier score the proposed algorithm known as 

Hybrid Outer Prediction (HOP) ensures proper selection striking balance 
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between accuracy and diversity. It is achieved as in Eq. 4. 

 (  )   
    

∑   (     ) 
 ( )
   

   (4) 

The correlation is measured with Pearson correlation function denoted 

as (     )and the     * +        . The aggregation of Pearson 

correlation is computed as in Eq. 5. 

. ∑   (     ) 
 ( )
      (5) 

 

Table 1 Notations used in the Paper 

 

NOTATION DESCRIPTION 

{(x1, y1), …, (dn, 

yn)} 

Set of labelled observations in X 

ACCi ROC of    ( )
T
 

d Number of features in the dataset 

L Labelled observations 

n Number of points in high-dimensional dataset 

 ( ) Outlier scoring function  

  ,       ] Matrix of k outlier functions 

  Vector of real values 

S Selected outlier score functions 

X Original dataset 

 (     ) Pearson correlation function  

 (  ) Accuracy function  

 

Table 1 shows the notations used in this paper. The proposed algorithm 

is associated with the framework shown in Figure 1. The algorithm takes care 

of the proposed hybrid approach that brings about better performance in 

outlier detection.  

 

3.2 Proposed Algorithm  
 

The proposed algorithm named Hybrid Outlier Prediction (HOP) is 

defined to achieve best prediction performance based on a hybrid approach. 

The hybrid approach contains usage of both supervised and unsupervised 

methods to improve the state of the art in prediction of outliers.  

As presented in Algorithm 1, it takes outlier dataset as input and 

produces number of unsupervised outlier functions. The results of the outlier 

functions are subjected to finding best ones. The features from the original 

dataset X also combined with feature space. Step 1 initializes outlier 

functions vector F. Step 2 initializes outlier score vector S. Step 3 initializes 

best score vector. Afterwards, an iteration process from Step 4 through Step  
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7 are used to generate outlier score vector. Step 8 through Step 13, is an 

iterative process which computes accuracy function, finds best score and add 

best score to V. Step 9 computes accuracy function using Eq. 4. Step 10 finds 

the best score. Step 11 adds the best score to V. In Step 12, the given outlier 

score is removed from S. In Step 14, the feature space obtained is combined 

with original features of the dataset X. With the combined feature space, a 

classifier algorithm is trained in Step 15. In step 16, the actual prediction 

takes place. Finally, in Step 17 the predicted results vector R is produced. 

This results revealed that the outliers obtained using the hybrid approach 

shows better performance over its counterparts.  

 

Algorithm: Hybrid Outlier Prediction (HOP) 

Input: Original outlier dataset X 

Output: Outlier detection results R 

 

1. Initialize outlier functions vector F 

2. Initialize outlier score vector S 

3. Initialize best score vector V 

4. For each f in F 

5. Compute outlier score s 

6.    Add s to S 

7. End For 

8. For each s in S 

9. Computer accuracy function using Eq. 4 

10. Find the best score 

11.    Add best score to V 

12.    Remove s from the vector S 

13. End For 

14. S=V+featureSpace(X) 

15. C=Train the classifier 

16. R=PredictOutliers(C) 

17. Return R 

 
Algorithm 1 Hybrid Outlier Detection Algorithm 

  

4 Experimental Setup 
 

Experiments are made with a prototype application. Two widely used 

metrics are used for evaluating the performance of the proposed algorithm. 

The metrics are known as Precision@n and Receiver Operating 

Characteristic Curve (ROC). Thirty trials are made and the average score is 

considered for final results. Outlier detection datasets are collected from [26]. 

Seven high-dimensional datasets are used for the empirical study. They are 

known as Cardio, Letter, Arrhythmia, Mnist, Satellite, Speech and  
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Mammography. Cardio dataset has 1831 points, 21 features and 176 outliers. 

The outlier percentage in this dataset is 9.6%. Letter dataset has 1600 points, 

32 features and 6.25% outliers. Arrhythmia dataset has 452 points, 274 

features and 15% outliers. Mnist dataset has 7603 points, 100 features and 

9.21% outliers. Satellite dataset has 6435 points, 36 features and 31.64% 

outliers. Speech dataset has 3686 points, 600 features and 1.65% outliers. 

Mammography dataset has 11863 points, 6 features and 2.32% outliers. The 

training and testing ratio considered is 66%:40%.  

The proposed algorithm was also tested on precipitation data provided by 

Physical Sciences Laboratory [37]. The dataset contains the daily 

precipitation statistics from the January 1940 to April 2012. This is a very 

sparse dataset and contains 12.5% of missing values and outliers. 

 

5 Experimental Results 
 

The proposed algorithm known as HOP depends on accuracy and 

diversity of multiple unsupervised outlier detection methods. These are 

known as baseline methods. The seven baseline methods used are known as 

kNN, k-Median, average-kNN, LOF (from [17]), LoOP (from [18]), one 

class SVM (from [36]), and isolation forest (from [33]). First of all, 

performance is compared between the HOP with and without unsupervised 

learning and other existing methods found in the literature.  

 
Table 2 Performance Comparison in Terms of ROC 

 

Dataset ROC 

Method in 

[34] 

Method in 

[35] 

XGB  HOP 

Cardio 0.9953 0.9879 0.9966 0.9976 

Letter 0.9653 0.9685 0.9399 0.9729 

Arrhythmia 0.8537 0.8545 0.8698 0.8816 

Mnist 0.9890 0.9880 0.9963 0.9999 

Satellite 0.9156 0.9096 0.9656 0.9666 

Speech 0.8515 0.8534 0.7593 0.8591 

Mammography 0.9410 0.9415 0.9515 0.9431 

Precipitation 0.9620 0.9654 0.9559 0.9725 

 

As presented in Table 2, ROC values are observed for the proposed 

method named HOP and other existing methods against the high-dimensional 

outlier datasets.  

As presented in Figure 2, the high-dimensional datasets are provided in 

horizontal axis while the ROC values are shown in vertical axis. The 

proposed algorithm HOP is compared with existing methods proposed in  
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[34], [35] and XGB. Higher ROC indicates better performance in outlier 

detection. It is understood from the experimental results that the ROC 

performance of the proposed method is comparatively better than existing 

ones except in case of Mammography dataset. Though the performance 

improvement is less, it is to be given importance as the proposed method 

ensures proper selection (Ideal Selection) approach striking balance between 

accuracy and diversity. For Cardio dataset, ROC of HOP is 0.9976 which is 

better than XGB, the method in [34] and the method in [35]. Considering the 

ideal selection method, this performance improvement is significant. 

 

 
 

Figure 2 ROC Comparison 

 
Table  3 Performance Comparison in terms of Precision@N 

 

Dataset                                Precision@N 

Method in 

[34] 

Method in 

[35] 

XGB  HOP 

Cardio 0.8925 0.8508 0.9302 0.9377 

Letter 0.6653 0.6874 0.6181 0.7320 

Arrhythmia 0.5530 0.5449 0.5932 0.6002 

Mnist 0.8409 0.8379 0.9195 0.9901 

Satellite 0.7566 0.7508 0.8508 0.8568 

Speech 0.1569 0.2082 0.1696 0.2561 

Mammography 0.6013 0.5754 0.6877 0.6677 

Precipitation 0.8812 0.8540 0.9050 0.9256 
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As presented in Table 3, Precision@N values are observed for the 

proposed method named HOP and other existing methods against the high-

dimensional outlier datasets.  

 

 
 

Figure 3 Outlier Detection Performance Comparison 
 

As presented in Figure 3, the high-dimensional datasets are provided in 

horizontal axis while the precision@N values are shown in vertical axis. The 

proposed algorithm HOP is compared with existing methods proposed in 

[34], [35] and XGB. Higher precision@N indicates better performance in 

outlier detection. It is understood from the experimental results that the 

outlier detection performance of the proposed method is comparatively better 

than existing ones except in case of Mammography dataset. Though the 

performance improvement is relatively less, it is to be given importance as 

the proposed method uses proper selection (Ideal Selection) approach 

striking balance between accuracy and diversity. For Cardio dataset, 

precision@N of HOP is 0.9377 which is better than XGB, the method in [34] 

and the method in [35]. Considering the ideal selection method, this 

performance improvement is significant.  

  As presented in Table 4, execution time in seconds is observed for the 

proposed method named HOP and other existing methods against the high-

dimensional outlier datasets. Table 4 provides detail about Performance 
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Table 4 Performance Comparison in Terms Execution Time 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 4 Execution Time Comparison 

 

As presented in Figure 4, the high-dimensional datasets are provided in 

horizontal axis while the execution time is shown in vertical axis. The 

proposed algorithm HOP is compared with existing methods proposed in 

[34], [35] and XGB. Lower execution time indicates better performance in 

outlier detection. It is understood from the experimental results that the 

outlier detection performance of the proposed method is comparatively better 

than existing ones found in [34] and [35] except in case of Speech dataset. 

XGB showed highest performance over other methods. However, HOP uses  
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Execution Time Comparison 

Dataset Execution Time (seconds) 

Method in 

[34] 

Method in 

[35] 

XGB  HOP 

Cardio 3.1053 0.6215 0.1456 1.1174 

Letter 1.2231 0.5719 0.1520 1.0286 

Arrhythmia 1.5521 0.6281 0.3963 0.6181 

Mnist 19.359 26.428 1.6107 4.9213 

Satellite 144.79 28.252 0.5018 4.1570 

Speech 5.9067 2.2505 8.1853 10.177 

Mammography 38.182 1.9436 0.2968 5.4165 

Precipitation 29.562 8.564 1.265 4.560 
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ideal selection methods to have balance between accuracy and diversity. For 

this reason, HOP has overhead but its outlier detection accuracy is higher 

than existing methods.  

 

6 Conclusions and Future Work 
 

A novel framework named Hybrid Machine Learning based Framework 

for Outlier Detection (HMLF-OD) is proposed and implemented. An 

algorithm known as Hybrid Outlier Prediction (HOP) is defined which 

combines the representative features of unsupervised learning methods and 

efficiency of a supervised learning based classier. First, unsupervised 

learning methods are used to leverage data representation of high-

dimensional datasets. Second, careful selection of data representations is 

made. Third, the improved feature space is exploited by a classifier for 

prediction of outliers. Seven outlier datasets are used for empirical study. The 

results revealed that the proposed framework showed significant 

improvement in performance over existing methods. The proposed method is 

based on the fact ascertained from literature that unsupervised methods can 

provide richer representations of high-dimensional data with improved 

feature space. In future we intend to improve the framework further with 

ensemble methods.  
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